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‘For those of you who
still don’t know me
very well, I’ve been
for the last 19 years
the CEO of the city
of Chicago . . .’

D

Ramirez, Cubs own
City Series for a day

—Mayor Richard Daley

Controversy
closes show
at museum
Art, map display
in Jewish studies
institute criticized
as ‘anti-Israel’
By Manya A. Brachear
and Charles Storch
TRIBUNE REPORTERS

Maps and artwork that
present competing views of
the struggles in the Middle
East have proved too provocative for Chicago’s only Jewish museum.
Under intense pressure
from angry Jewish patrons,
the Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies on Friday
abruptly closed the controversial “Imaginary Coordinates” exhibition, which explored Israeli and Palestinian concepts of homeland
and how that is defined both
historically and in the
present day.
Critics charged that the
combination of historical
Holy Land maps and contemporary artwork cast Israel in a negative light.
“Aspects of it were clearly
anti-Israel,” said Steven
Nasatir, president of the
Jewish United Fund/Jew-
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Speech gets mixed
reviews from crowd
Mayor Richard Daley didn’t
appear troubled by the controversy about his selection
as commencement speaker
at Northwestern University,
urging graduates to volunteer for Chicago’s Olympic
effort, serve the public and
change the world. Still, some
students remained underwhelmed. PAGE 18

Standoff
drags on,
paralyzing
Argentina

ish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago. “I was very
surprised that a Jewish institution would put forward
this exhibition. I was surprised and saddened by it.”
Criticism started from
the moment the show
opened in May—capping
Chicago’s yearlong Festival
of Maps. Some visitors were
particularly outraged that
pieces in the exhibit challenged borders Israel has
fought to define for decades.
Many also were miffed
that the show coincided
with the 60th anniversary of
the Jewish state and seemed
to echo anti-Israel sentiments they believe are on
the rise.
The sudden cancellation
of the exhibition underscores the tension between
the city’s Jewish establishment and the Spertus Museum, an 82-year-old fixture in
the South Loop seeking to
redefine itself in a new
avant-garde space.
Spertus President Howard Sulkin expressed regret
that the exhibition caused
pain for its core constituents. But he said the concept
behind it fit with the evolving mission of the museum.
PLEASE SEE MUSEUM » PAGE 2

CAMPAIGN 2008

Union: Respect, but
don’t vote for McCain

Farmers vs. president
in bitter tax dispute

Focus on economic
issues, AFL-CIO says

By Oscar Avila

Gathering of governors in
Chicago designed as show of
unity for Obama. PAGE 8

By Jill Zuckman

TRIBUNE CORRESPONDENT

WASHINGTON BUREAU

ROSARIO, Argentina —
Elizabeth Bone is speaking
loudly and carrying a big
spatula.
“Clank!
Clank!”
She
banged a metal pot, joining
chanting protesters who have
wielded utensils to back
farmers fighting federal tax
increases on the exports of
soybeans, corn and wheat.
The farmers have pulled
out heavier weapons than
saucepans. Since March, they
have staged strikes and roadblocks that have left some grocery shelves empty. They also
have jolted global markets by
halting exports from this key
breadbasket.
The standoff reached its
100th day this week, a grim
count updated daily on television like a hostage crisis.
The question is: Who is
holding whom hostage? The
chaos has been the first major
test for President Cristina
Fernandez, who succeeded
her husband in December as
the first woman elected to
lead Argentina. Her approval
ratings have plummeted during the standoff.
“We aren’t trying to topple
Cristina. We just want her to
stop governing with such arrogance,” said Bone, 56, a municipal employee.
In the countryside here,
farmers grumble that her
husband, Nestor Kirchner, is
really in charge, pointing to
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Cubs fans—and Aramis Ramirez—watch the flight of the third baseman’s ninth-inning
home run Friday. The Cubs, who ended a three-game skid, rallied to beat the Sox 4-3.

Rather Cub-like of the Cubs to endure their first rough
patch of the season before Friday’s opener of the City
Series against the White Sox at Wrigley Field.
Three-game losing streak ... Carlos Zambrano injured ...
But after Aramis Ramirez’s ninth-inning home run delivered a 4-3 victory, all is well in Wrigleyville.
Ramirez tied the game with a homer in the seventh inning, and his dramatic shot into the center-field shrubbery on Scott Linebrink’s second pitch of the ninth
touched off a celebration that rocked the ballyard.
Round 2 is at the same venue on Saturday.
COMPLETE COVERAGE IN SPORTS

By Mary Owen
TRIBUNE REPORTER

WEATHER
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A publicly traded firm
that could give fans a
chance to own shares
and a group that includes a Broadway
theater owner are
among those with the
baseball club’s financial data. BUSINESS

difficulty attracting white,
non-college-educated working-class voters, the AFLCIO is spending $53.4 million to reach 13 million of its
members and their families.
The plan is to try to peel
them away from McCain by
persuading them to vote
their economic interest,
which they say would be
hurt — not helped — by McCain.
As soon as he seemed to be
closing in on the Republican
nomination for president
this winter, organized labor
began polling its members
and holding focus groups to
find out what people
PLEASE SEE AFL-CIO » PAGE 9

They found a gator in the Chicago River? Believe it

PLEASE SEE FARMERS » PAGE 12

Severe storm threat
High 82, low 57.

2 more bidders
for Cubs known

WASHINGTON — Jim
Wasser, an electrician from
Kankakee, Ill., stands defiantly, hands on hips, wearing a bright orange International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers T-shirt with
a message from the AFLCIO to 400,000 of its union
members in key swing
states.
“John McCain? War hero?
Absolutely,” says Wasser, a
Navy veteran who served in
Vietnam with Sen. John
Kerry (D-Mass.). “Voice for
working families? No way.”
Worried about McCain’s
appeal among its members
and even more worried
about Sen. Barack Obama’s
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The alligator, found Friday in a woodsy area near 37th Street
and Racine Avenue, was 4½ feet long and about 45 pounds.

Terrible
things
have
emerged over the years from
Bubbly Creek, a spot in the
Chicago River that was once
a churning sewer for the
city’s slaughterhouses.
But until Friday, nobody
had seen what Bill Cox and
his co-workers saw—something with a devilish underbite, sinister eyes and a coldblooded appetite.
An honest-to-goodness alligator in the Chicago River.
“It just stayed submerged
with its eyes popping out like
in the documentaries,” said
Cox, director of human resources for Midland Metal
Products. “It was in stealth

mode, I think.”
Cox was among about a
dozen Midland employees
who spotted the female alligator swimming laps near a
secluded industrial area in
the Bridgeport neighborhood.
The American alligator
may have been a long way
from home, but she looked
docile in the water. Her demeanor changed after she
was trapped by volunteers
with the Chicago Herpetological Society.
The thrashing, hissing
transplant—estimated to be
5 years old—was put in a
plastic container and spent
the next few hours snapping
PLEASE SEE GATOR » PAGE 17

Aerial attack artists
also on the prowl
As if alligators in the
river weren’t enough to
worry about, the male
red-winged blackbird is
aggressive and bringing
attitude to city streets in
the middle of nesting
season. PAGE 18
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at TV cameras and people
who came to meet her in the
Midland parking lot. The
American alligator is one of
the strongest and most aggressive of reptiles native to
the United States, experts
said.
It’s illegal to own alligators
and other exotic reptiles in
Illinois, one of about 30 states
with such a ban, officials
said.
“These are not nice animals,” said one of the volunteers with the herpetological
society, who asked not to be
identified to avoid being inundated with requests from
naive pet owners to remove
reptiles. “These are powerful

things, and they are dangerous.”
The alligator discovered
Friday was 4½ feet long and
about 45 pounds. At full maturity, she would grow to 10-12
feet. The alligator, a native of
the southeastern U.S., was
found in Bubbly Creek in a
woodsy area near 37th Street
and Racine Avenue, which at
one time was one of the dirtiest parts of the river.
After years of cleanup efforts, the creek now has a
bountiful fish population,
which the alligator likely fed
on, officials said. Its diet includes rats, birds and fish.
The alligator will be sent to
a sanctuary in the Southeast,
according to the herpetological society. The group was
called to assist because city

Animal Care and Control is
not equipped to handle alligators.
This is the first alligator
found in the Chicago River,
according to the herpetological society. The group’s volunteers said they’ve confiscated
25 alligators this year, both in
nature and in homes.
The Bridgeport alligator
likely was dropped into the
river relatively recently because it’s unlikely it could
have survived the severe winter, said Joyce Peterson, senior keeper in the swamp department at the Brookfield
Zoo.
Tribune reporter Tim DeChant contributed to this report.
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Increase Your Home's
Value & Living Space!
630-513-5300
www.Betterlivingmidwest.com
3990 Commerce Drive, St. Charles, IL 60174

Visit Our Showroom
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• No subcontractors; we build it all.
• Free in-home estimate.
• Financing available.
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